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CHAPTER I · 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement of the Problgn. The design of a physical system 
which meets the requirements of a given or spec i _fied mathematical model 
is a problem of paramount impor tance to the engineer. Physical system 
design today is primarily an art, an art which draws upon the designer's 
intuition, his memory of similar situations encountered and his ability 
to predict the performance of various interconnection patterns of com-
ponents or subsystems. 
Analysis techniques, which are well developed for the linear lumped 
parameter case, are utilized only to the extent that they add to the 
designer's feel · for the problem. Furthermore, with the exception of 
the area of filter design, the elegant synthesis theory which has been 
developed in the last few years has not been effectiv~ly utilized in 
system design. 
The previous discussion of the state of the art of system design 
indicates: (i) that any technique which provides a straightforward 
procedure for design, even for a limited class of problems, woYld be 
worthwhile and (ii) that greater utilization of the existing analysis 
and synthesis methods is very desirable. This thesis presents a design 
procedure which is straightforward and which does directiy utilize 
analysis and synthesis techniques. 
1 
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1.2 Scope of Investigation. This study was motivated by the con-
sideration of the idea of a double driver, a recent concept introduced 
by Blackwell and Grigsby (1). Another new concept which is basic to 
this study is the idea of a complex source (2). Both of these concepts 
will be used extensively in the work to follow and will be developed 
fully in Chapter II. 
The systems considered in this thesis are linear with lumped 
parameters. Active as well as passive systems are considered. 
A design procedure for a restricted class of design problems is 
developed. The class of design problem .which is solvable by this pro-
cedure is that class for which a set of specifications is given at n 
ports. The class of systems is further restricted to those for which 
the geometry and component relations are partially specified. The 
specifications at then ports are given in the form of a matrix relation 
between the through and the across variables at these ports. An analysis 
technique, unique in that it requires the selection and use of two 
different trees, is utilized to determine the matrix relation require-
ment for an n-port subsystem. This subsystem is initially completely 
unspecified as to geometry or type of components. 
The design is then completed by synthesizing the unspecified sub-
system by any available synthesis techniques. In particular, this 
realization appears to be a very good application for the results of 
the very extensive research of the last ten years in the area of n-port 
synthesis. 
\ 
The results of the many contribu~ors to the theory of passive 
n-por t synthesis are given by Weinberg (3) and a later very good sununary 
for active as well as passive networks is given by Weinberg .and 
3 
. . : ·. 
others (4 ). Both of these references provide an. extensive bibliog-
raphy to the theory of n-port synthesis and to the special case, two-
port synthesis. 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the design procedure; . it. is 
necessary to make a thorough investigation of systell)S containing double 
drivers. Chapter II is devoted to this. investigation.· 
. CHAPTER II 
DOUBLE-DRIVER-SYSTEMS 
2.1 Introduction. An investigation of double-driver systems in 
the linear algebraic setting has been made (1). This chapter is de-
voted to an extension of the previous work.on double-driver systems. 
The theory is extended to include energy storage. elements, dependent 
sources, and multiterminal components. Additional topology require.-
men ts are established and the complex source concept is introduced •. 
2.2 Classification of Elements. Before proceeding with an in· 
vestigation of the analysis of dollble-driver systems, a classification 
of the element types. to be considered is in -order. This classification 
begins with some formal .definitions. 
Definition 2.2.1. . Double Driver. A double driver is defined as 
any two-terminal component for which both the through and the-across 
variable are specified. 
. . . 
Definition 2.2.2. No-specification .Element. An· element for which 
no component equation exists in .the primary mathematical model is de-
fined as a no-specification element. This element is also called an 
unspecified element. 
Definition 2. 2.3. X Energy Storage Element •. An .element whose 
through and across variable are included in the matrix component equa-
tion 
d . DY= -x__ 
- -x . d t ---x .. 
4 
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is defined as an X energy storage element. 
Definition 2.2.4. Y Energy Storage Element. An element whose 
through and across variable are included in the matrix component equa-
tion 
is defined as a Y energy storage element. 
Definition 2.2.5. Algebraic Element. An element whose through 
and across variable are included in the matrix component equation 
is defined as an algebraic element. 
In Definitions 2.2.3, 2.2.4, and 2.2.5 R, !, and Rare square 
matrices of real constants. 
the elements defined abo~e plus the usual ideal drivers constitute 
the elements to be considered in this thesis. A sununary of this classi-
fication of element types is shown in Table I. 
The double driver is a component which may be either active or 
passive. It may be a component for which one variable is specified and 
a relation between the variables is known. Alternatively it may be an 
element for which both variables are specified explicit:ly • . the name 
double driver comes from the form of the component equations of this 
element. Regardless of the manner in which the variables are specified, 
the end result is two component equations in ideal driver form. 
I 
Since each of the double drivers in a system yield two component 
equations, it is desirable that a number of two-terminal elements equal 
to the number of double drivers have no component equations. the 
6 
number of equations in the primary mathematical model and the number 
of unknowns are then in one to one correspondence. · Throughout this 
thesis, the equality of the number of double drivers and the number of 
unspecified elements is assumed. 
Classification 
N 
D 
E 
J 
x 
y 
R 
TABLE I 
CIASSIFICA.TION OF ELEMENTS 
Description 
unspecified 
doubly specified 
ideal across driver 
ideal through driver 
x energy storage 
y energy storage 
algebraic 
Number in Graph 
~ 
nD 
nE 
nJ 
nx 
ny 
~ 
The coefficient matrices~'!, and! are not rest~icted to the 
diagonal case. Therefore energy storage element coupling is allowed 
within each classification. Furthermore resistive coupling is allowed. 
Hence> with some restrictions, dependent sources and the multiterminal 
components introduced by Koenig and Reed (5) are included. The re-
strictions are: (i) the coefficient matrix of any multitepninal repre-
sentation must be partitionable into the direct sum of submatrices of 
~.!,and !, (ii) through variable dependent through drivers are not 
included, and (iii) across variable dependent across drivers are not 
included. The last two restrictions are explicit only since it is 
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often possible to find an algebraic multiterminal representation of a 
subsystem containing these drivers. 
2. 3 Topology Requirements. Consideration is now given to the 
requirements upon the topology of a double-driver system in order to 
ensure the existence .of a unique solution of the equations in the mathe-
matical model of this system. Necessary requirements for a unique so-
lution in the case of a double-driver system containing ideal drivers 
and algebraic elements are known (1). After a very simple extension of 
these results, one obtains Theorem 2.3.1: 
Theorem 2.3.1. Suppose a double-driver system containing.e ele-
ments of the type shown in.Table I has av vertex, one-part linear 
graph G and has a primary mathematical model given by the following 
. equations: 
y:X 
~. = 0 
Xy 
Xo 
13 
(2.3.1) 
8 
~ 
·~ 
!x· 
[!E ~ !x ~ !y !n !JJ ~ = 0 (2 .• 3. 2) 
·!y 
!n. 
!J 
y~ 
·~ 
-D .o 0 .L 0 0 dj:: Xy 
d 0 0 dt O 0 -K = 0 ... 
0 -R 0 0 J! 0 !x 
(2.3.3) 
·!a 
·!y 
and 
(2.3.4) 
The necessary conditions for a unique solution to Equations 2.3.1 through 
2.3.4 are: 
1. There exists some tree r 1 of G which contains the E-
elements and the N-elements and for which the J-eleinents 
and the D-elements form .a subgraph-of the cotree. 
2. There exists some tree r 2 of G which contains the E-
elements and the D~elements and for which the J-elements 
9 
and the N .. elements form a subgraph of the cotree. 
Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem, two definitions 
are in order . 
Definition 2.3.1. Impedance Element .. The collection of X energy 
storage elements, Yenergy storage elements, and algebraic elements are 
defined as impedance elements • 
. Definition 2.3.2. Set-aside Equations. Those equations in the 
primary math.ematical model of a system which contain one variable that 
does not appear in any other equation of the primary mathematical model 
are defined as set-aside equations. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1: Consider the complete set of equations as 
one matrix equation. The result is seen as 
~E 
y ~ 
~ ··~ ~z g_D g_J 0 0 0 0 0 y· 
-z 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
·~·~ !z ]D ]J. XD 0 
0 0 £1 0 0 0 0 £2 0 0 y = 0 (2.3.5) 
-J 
0 0 0 
.!:! 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ..In 
0 0 0 0 1! 0 0 0 0 0 ·~ ..IJ 
0 0 0 0 0 1! 0 0 0 0 
~z ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1! 0 
·1!:o !D 
!J 
After' applyi_ng several elementary trans.formations, one has 
I 
XE 
~ g_N ~z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 XN ·g, J . J -J - g_D ln 
0 0 0 !J ~ !z o 0 0, 0 Xz-- -]!E !E - B E -D-D 
0 0 £1 0 0 C O 
-2 0 0 0 ~J 
() 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 ~ lJ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 !z = J (2.3.6) -D 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 XJ liE 
0 0 0 · 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q Xo !n 
!r: 
!o 
By hypothesis this set of equations has a unique solution, Hence 
. 
the.coefficient. matr;i.~ of_ Equation 2;3; 6 is.nons:ingular, · Therefore, , 
the rows or any subset of the rows of this coefficient matrix are lin-
early independent. The linear independence of the first v-1 rows im-
pFes that th_e ,m_a~~r,i,c. T~ .·~- g,z] :,has rank v~~ ':which irt'.tur,n· implies that 
. . I 
a subset of the columns of this matrix correspond to the branches of 
some tree T1 . Hence the J- and D- elements are in the cotree.of T1 . 
-Similarly the linear independence of the next e-v t-:1 ·rows. im= · · 
plies that [!J' ~ !z] has rank e-v +! which in ttirn·,imp3:iesc,th'at ,a 
subset of the columns of this matrix correspond to the chords of the 
cotree of some tree T2 ._ Hence the E- and D= elements are in T2• 
Next consider the first nE columns of the coeffic_ient matrix. 
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Since the coefficient matrix is nonsingular, ~ has maximum .rank. 
Similarly ~' !J' and ~ have maximum rank. This implies that the 
columns of .QE and the columns of~ correspond to subgraphs of T1 and 
that the columns of .!!J and ·~ correspond to. subgraphs of th:e cotree of 
T2• The proof is now complete. 
The next question which naturally arises concerns the. sufficiency 
of the above conditions. The question of sufficiency will be investi-
gated through the development of a state model for·the double-driver 
system. - This will of course serve the dual purpose of deriving the 
state equations. 
In the derivation of the state moqel,. the usual assumption that 
the X-elements can be put in $Orne tree and the y .. elements can be put 
in some cotree is made. T1 and T2 will in fact be chosen in accordance 
wit~ this assumption; 
Furthermore since n.. equals n , the. number of algebraic elements 
.l.'l D 
in T1 equals the number of algebraic elements inT2 if the above assump-
tion on energy storage elements h followed. For convenience .of no-
tation the saI11.e algebraic elements will be placed in T1 as in T2• 
Choosing T1 and T2 as formulation .trees for the cutset and cir· 
cuit equations respectively and rewriting_Equations 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 
2.3.3 accordingly, one has 
O .!! O O .Q.25 2-26 .Q.27 .Q.28 
O O .!! O .Q.35 .Q.36 g,37 .Q.38 
!111!12 !13 l!.14 !! O O O 
!31 .!32 !33 1!34 O O .!! O 
1.1 ~2 ~3 ·]44 O O O .!! 
d 
--- [~] = [: :][:] dt 
and 
[ ::J = [; :J [::] 
12 
y 
-E 
~ 
y:,c 
~T = ·O. (2 .• 3 .7) 
ltic 
!y 
Xn 
XJ 
~-
··!»-
·!x 
~T = 0 (2.3.8) 
~c 
·!y 
·~ 
KJ 
(2.3.9) 
(2.3~10) 
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where T and C denote tree and cotree respectively. An inspection of 
Equations 2.3.7 through 2.3.10 shows that the equations involving the 
through variables of the E- and N-elements and the equations involving 
the across variables of the J- and N-elements need not be solved simul-
taneously with the remainder of the equations. These equations are 
set-aside equations. 
Substituting Equations 2.3.7 and 2.3.8 less the set-aside equa-
tions into Equations 2.3.9 and 2,3.10, one has 
and 
~T 
y 
-D 
(2.3.11) 
·[·~x-.RTc·] = -[!to. o J [o o o o .. ~5 ~6 ·~1 ~a]· .. 
··2<: .!!u .!!i2 .!!13 .!!l4 ° ·. 0 0 0 . 
Solving.Equation 2 .• 3.12 f:or -~± at?,d ~C' one has 
~r .!! ~5 &i: J .[ . .] -1 l[~c = - !lc!ll4 !! 0 
Rewriting Equ~tion 2.~.11 
:t [-_~Y-:u. ] = -[.-OD_ .. KO_·] [ 0 0 0 g_36 9.37 2,38] 
J. !211!22 :~23 O . O · O .. 
-~-
~ 
·!n 
~-
!ar 
y, 
-y 
y 
-D 
y 
-J 
y 
-D 
14 
(2.3.12) 
(2.3.13) 
y {2.3._14) 
. -D 
Y· 
'!"'"J 
1.5 
Substituting Equation 2.3.13 into Equation 2.3.14, one has 
d 
dt 
r X ] [D OJ l ~ = - ~ I 
[ ~[ J-lr 0 ~35 .!! !!irf45 · ·· !tr 
1!24 O ~14 !L O 
(2.3.15) 
~ 
!» 
OJ [ 0 0 0 f46 ~7 ~8 !x 
·-% 111 !12 !13 o o o Xy 
In 
which for purposes of notation can be written 
d 
dt 
or 
y 
,-.J. 
(2.3.16) 
(2.3.17) 
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Now Equation 2.3.17 is the state model in the form 
(2 .• 3.18) 
where !. _and £. are matrices of real constants ancLF(t) is given by 
Equation 2.3.4. 
The conditions for the exist~nce of a unique solution to Equation 
2.3.18 are given by any good ordinary differential equations text~ For 
example see Greenspan (6) •. Equation 2.3 .18 does in fact h·~ve a unique 
· solution for any closed interval of time on which E,(t) is continuous. 
Equation 2.3.13 shows that the state model given by Equation 
2.3.17 can be developed only if the matrix 
[!! !.rf4s] 
~14 !! 
has an inverse,. which means that the -~C by ~C determinant 
I !! :.. Q~14~ 51 must be nonzero.· 
The question of the sufficiency of the conditions of Theorem 2.3.1 
. . 
is settled. These results are presented in the .. form. of the following ·, 
theorem: 
Theorem 2.3.2. The primary mathematical model of a double-driver 
system which satisfies all the conditions of Theorem2.3.1 possesses a 
unique solution.if 
1. [~n(t) .:!/t) ~(t) .!n(t~ is continuous. 
2. The determinant I!!.- ~ 14 RT ~sl is nonzero. 
There are several points concerning the above proof of Theorem 2.3. 2 
which should be noted •. First; as evidenced by-Equation 2.3.10, coupling 
17 
between the algebraic elements in the tree and the algebraic elements 
in the cotree is assumed to not exist. Second, for purposes of testing, 
the ~T by ~T determinant jQ - Bir ~ 5 2.c ] 141 being nonzero is equiva-
lent to condition 2. Hence the smaller of these two determinants may 
be checked. Furthermore, if all the algebraic elements can be put in 
either the tree or the cotree, condition 2 is not needed~ Finally, it 
is assumed that the required initial conditions are known. 
The usual approach to the proof of a theorem such as Theorem 2.3.2 
is the development of a set of mesh equations in the s domain. The 
coefficient matrix of the mesh variables is then shown to have an in-
verse for some value of s. An argument is then made concerning the 
existence of the inverse Laplace transform of the resulting mesh variable 
functions. This method relies heavily upon the positive definiteness 
of the branch impedance matrix and upon a theorem in matrix theory con-
cerning the positive definiteness of a particular triple matrix product. 
Considerable effort was spent attempting a proof based upon a mesh 
formulation. The author feels that the added conditions of Theorem 
2.3.2 could be removed, at least for the case: of a positive definite 
branch impedance matrix, if a successful mesh formulation proof COlJld 
be accomplished. It must be pointed out however that the state model 
proof shown above is much less restrictive in one sense. The state 
model proof does not depend upon the positive definiteness and hence 
the implied symmetry of the branch impedance matrix. 
The development of the mesh equations for a double-driver system 
are shown in Appendix A. Some discussion is included in this appendix 
of the difficulties encountered when a sufficiency proof based on the 
mesh formulation is attempted. The node formulation is also developed 
18 
in Appendix A. 
2.4 The Complex Source. !he idea of a-complex .source.ii;: a very 
recent one ( 2). In the usu.al sense 9 the complex $OUrce. ·is a conceptual 
source only .. a,n.d a brief definition of this concept: is difficulto .. 
Rather it is an idea -- a way of thinking -- which must be established. 
A thorough understanding of thi~ way of thinking is essential to the 
.• 
development of the design procedure. 
The artifice of applying a conceptual source to a system to ob-
tain defining characteristics of the system is quite useful. A very 
simple example is the finding of Thevenin 1 s equivalent circuit for a 
one-port network. An arbitrary current source is applied at the port 
and the resulting port voltage i's found as a function of the applied 
source. The result is the equation defining the Thevenin equivalent 
circuit. 
There are many other examples of the use of arbitrary sources to 
. ' . . . 
obtaina representation of a system. The short-cfr~uit admittance 
matrix or the open-circuit impedance matrix can be obtained by this 
method. Any mixed set of impedances, admitta~ces, and transfer func-
tions can be obtained by application of the proper arbitrary sourc.e.s 
to an ri-port network. In fact, in any system, almost any defining re-
lation is possible. The only restriction .is that it must be possible 
to find the set of variables which are chosen as dependent, as func-
tions of the independent or arbitrary set of variables. 
The complex source is an extension .of the ideas discussed above. 
Consider then-port system shown in Figure 2.4.1. 
19 
System 
Complex 2 1 
Source 
3 2 Subsystem m 
• 
• 
• • 3 
n 
· Figure 2.4.1. . A System with a Complex Source 
Suppose that as is usual, orie through and one across variable is 
defined at each of the n ports of this system. Let. one set s1 of n of 
these variables be chosen as independent variables and let the remain-
ing n variables be the dependent set s2• Now suppose that itis desired 
that the system exhibit external terminal characteristics defined by 
(2.4.1) 
Where .§,1 , 12 , and .§.3 are column matrices and !i is an n by n matrix .of 
fµnctions. The entries iri 12 and 11 could be time ors-domain variables. 
The entries in !i would then be functions of the p operator or functions 
of the Laplace transform variable s respectively. 
Further consider that with the exception of the subsystem shown, 
the geometry and component equations of the system are kno.wn. Nothing 
20 
however is known about the subsystem. The problem is to determine the 
terminal characteristics required of the subsystem in order that the 
complete system satisfy Equation 2.4.1. The complex source is merely 
an arbitrary n-port driver which forces the system to have the desired 
external characteristics and at the same time allows one to determine 
the required terminal characteristics of the subsystem. 
The required terminal characteristics of the complex source are 
then given by 
s1 
-2 (2.4.2) 
1 1 Where ~ 2 and ~l differ from ~ 2 and ~l only in orientation of some of 
the entries and t 2 and~ differ from t 1 and ~ 3 only in the sign of 
some of the entries. The different signs are required in order to 
account for the differences in orientation. 
Equation 2.4.2 and the associated discussion define the complex 
source. Equation 2.4.2 also shows that the complex source is related 
to the double driver. If the independent set Si is arbitrarily chosen, 
then the dependent set s1 is given by Equation 2.4,2. Hence the complex 
source is in reality a set of n constrained double drivers. Therefore 
the theory of double-driver systems applies to systems of the type shown 
in Figure 2.4. L 
It is now possible to give a formal definition of a complex source. 
Definition 2.4.1. Complex Source. Ann-port system consisting of 
a set of n double drivers, with a known constraint relating the set of 
n variables chosen as dependent to the set of n variables chosen as 
independent, is defined as a complex source. 
The details concerning the possible geometry of the unspecified 
21 
subsystem or the determination of its terminal char~cteristics are not 
discussed in this chapter. The details will appear in Chapter IIIo 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF AN n-PORT SYSTEM 
3.1 Introduction. In this chapter a particular type of design 
problem is considered. The problem is limited to that class of design 
probl ems f or which a portion of the system is already known and the de-
signer is free .to work with only an n-port subsystem. Utilizing the 
complex- source concept, a solution to this design problem is given and 
the technique is demonstrated by examples. The role of n-port network 
synthesis in the developed design procedure is discussed at some length. 
3.2 The Design Procedure. Quite often in the design of practical 
systems, the designer is faced with the problem .of modifying or replacing 
a portion of an existing system in order to cause the system to exhibit 
particular characteristics at several ports or terminal-pairs. This 
problem is now cons i dered in detail. 
Figur e 2.4.1 is illustrative of the type of system which is con-
sidered in this design procedure development. If, as discussed in 
Sect i on 2.2, the number of unspecified elements is made equal to the 
number of double drivers, the unspecified subsystem must be represented 
by n elements. This .restriction does not mean that the subsystem must 
be realized by n ele.ments. It only means that for purposes of solution 
o f the terminal requirements of the subsystem that an n element repre-
sentation is assumed. Assuming an n e lement repres entation of the sub-
system requ i res one to assume that the subsystem_ is connected into the 
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system at n + 1 points. 
Now suppose that Figure 2.4.l is redrawn and that the. through and 
across variables at the system ternJ.inals are defined as shown in Figure 
3.2.1. 
YDl yl 
0 
. + 
Dl x1 
~ 
0 
YD2 y2 System 
Complex 
~2 ~2 
Source 
• 
.. 
YDn • y· n n+l 0 ~ + + 
x x 
-Dn -n 
3 
Figure 3.2.1. System to be Designed 
Figure 3.2.1 shows an n-port system consisting of X-, Y-, R-,.E-, 
and J-elements and a completely unspecified n + 1 terminal subsystem." 
Any n + 1 terminal, n element representation can be assumed f,or the un-, 
specified subsystem and double-driver theory can be applied to this 
system when it is cennected to a complex seurce as shown in Figure 3. 2.1. 
Next suppese that among the 2n variables x1 , x2 , ••• , Xn, Y1 , Y2, 
, •• , Y the set of all the across variables is chosen as the inde-. 
n 
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pendent set. Further suppose that the desired ter~inal characteristics 
are given by 
yl 
y2 
y 
n 
= 
WU 
w21 
or more compactly 
.x=N.2£+,d 
w12 
w22 
wln 
w 2n 
w 
nn 
xl 
X2 
x 
n 
+i 
' 
Jl 
J2 
J 
n 
(3.2.1) 
where in these equations as throughout this chapter the s-domain 
functional dependence is implied. 
Now the complex source or n constrained double drivers are uti-
lized to find the terminal characteristics which the subsystem must 
possess in order to fo:rce the ·overall system to exhibit the desired 
characteristics given by Equation 3. 2.1. The complex source is defined 
by 
(3.2 .. 3) 
where .x0 , 1£o and .do are n dimensional colum.n matrices •. Now since 
XDi = Xi and YDi = -Yi, it is readily seeri that 
(3.2.4) 
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is the required complex source specification. 
The analysis techniques which are discussed in Chapter II and 
Appendix A can be used to solve for the through and across variables of 
the N-elements (the unspecified subsystem) as functions of the double 
drivers~ and Xn· The result of this straightforward analysis is in 
the form 
~1 
~n 
= 
.... 
h 2p 
h 
PP 
~1 
+ 
v 
n 
I 
n 
(3.2.5) 
where p = 2n and V. and I. result from the existence of any ideal 
l. l. 
drivers in the system. 
Equation 3.2.5 can be partitioned according to across and through 
variables to obtain 
(3.2.6) 
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which may be rewritten as 
(3.2.7) 
and 
(3 •. 2.8) 
Substituting ;Equation 3. 2~4 into Equations. 3. 2.7 and 3. 2.8;, cme 
obtains 
(3.2.9) 
and 
(3.2.10) 
New solving.Equation. 3.2.9 for !p and substitutingthis.result 
into Equatien 3.2.10, ene ·obtains the desired result, namely 
or 
+ I - H J 
- "'.'"22 - (3.2.11) 
(3.2.12) 
which is hereafter referred to as the. admittance design equation~ 
As discussed in Section 2.4, any set of n.of the terminal variables 
can be ,chosen as independent. Another desirable choice .for example is 
the set .of all .. the through variables. In. this case the terminal speci-
fications .of the .sy~tem are 
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.! = .f x + ! (3~2.13) 
and the complex source specifications a.re 
Substituting Equation 3.2.14 into Equations 3.2.7 and 3.2.8, one 
obtains 
(3.2.15) 
and 
(3.2.16) 
and proceeding in a manner analogous to. the development of the ad-
mitta-q.ce design equation, one obtains the impedance design equation 
(3.2.17) 
or 
(3.2.18) 
The design is now completed by utilizing any available synthesis 
techniques to realize the subsystem specified by Equation 3. 2.12,. or 
Equation 3.2.18 or any analogous derived terminal specification. In 
the majority of the cases of i!lterest !, .J., .Y. and ! are zero and hen\:e 
!N and~ are zero. It should be pointed out that !N and .:LN being zero 
does not imply that the system is passive but only that it does not 
contain any independent drivers. 
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The design procedure is now demonstrated by a simple 3-port 
example. The system is an electric network and the usual electric 
network notation is used throughout. 
Example 3.2.1. Consider the 3-port network shown in Figure 3.2.2. 
a. 
v2 + 
d 
12 
b a 
+ 11 13 + 
e e 
Figure 3.2.2. A 3-port Network 
Figure 3.2.2 shows a 3-port network which consists of a 3-port 
unspecified subnetwork ~nd a subnetwork whose multiterminal represen-
tation is given by elements 4 and 5 as shown and the relation 
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[::] = [: : J [ :: ] 
Suppose that the desireq terminal characteristics of the network 
are 
2 ' 2 ' . , 
11 .. 2s + 7s + 6 2s + 3s + 5 
-(s. + 1) v1 2s + 1 2s + 1 
2 2 ' 
.6 (3,2.20) 12 = 2s + 2s + 5 2s + s. + v2 
2s + 1 2s + ·1 - s 
13 -(s + 1) -s s + 1 V3 
Choosing .some arbitrary 3-element representation· for th.e unspeci-
" 
fied subsystem and picking the·· formulation trees T{1 and r 2 .· as~ ,discussed 
in Section 2.3, one obtains the linear graphs of Figure 3.2.3~ 
a b a b 
Figure 3.2.3. Linear Graphs Showing Formulation Trees 
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Where 
1. Elements 6, 7, and 8 are N-elements. 
2. Elements 9, 10 and 11 are D-elements. 
3. .Elements 4 and 5 are R-elements. 
Writing the circuit equations for T2 and the cutset equations for 
Tl, one obtains 
v9 
VlO 
-1 -1 0 0 l 0 0 0 vu 
{ -1 0 0 l 0 l 0 0 V4 Seti ·J l l 0 -1 0 0 l 0 = 0 (3.2.21) asi e 
vs 
l l -1 0 0 0 0 l 
v6 
v7 
vs 
and 
16 
r 7 
l 0 0 0 0 l -1 0 
18 
{ Set 0 l 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1 I4 aside 
= 0 (3.2.22) 
0 0 l 0 0 0 0 l 15 
0 0 ·O l l l 0 l 
;r9 
110 
111 
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Equations 3.2.19, 3.2.21 and 3.2.22 plus the tJ:pecifications of the 
I 
double drivers constitute the primary mathematical model of the riet'(,Jork. 
' Next substitute the first equation of Equation 3.2.Zi into Equation 
3.2.19 and then substitute this result into the last equation of Equation 
3.2.22 to obtain the nodal equation 
0 . 1] (3.2J23) 
which caµ be solved for v4 to:·obt:ain 
(3. 2. 24) 
Substituting.Equation 3.2.24 back into the set ~side equations 
and utilizing Equations 3. 2.19, o.ne obtains 
v6 5/::2 3/2 0 ,. 1/.2> ,,o 1/2 V9 
'/ 
v7 -5/2 .-5/2 0 -1/2 0 -1/2 v10 
i •' 
; 
VB -1 '-1 1 0 o· 0 vn 
== 
I (3.2.25) 
16 0 0 0 -1 1 0 I 9 
17 -1/2 -1/2 0 -1/2 1 1/2 110 
18 0 0 0 0 0 -1 Ill 
which is in the desired form of Equation 3.2.6. 
If Equation 3.2.25 is;partitioned according to Equation 3.2.6 and 
this result and the s~ecifications of Equation 3. 2. 20 are substituted 
into Equation 3.2.11, one obtains after some algebra 
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2 1 -1 
y = 1 ill -1 
-N ·s (3.2.26) 
-1 -1 s+l 
which with the representation assumed for elements 6, 7, and 8 define 
the required subnetwork. 
In order to complete.the.design, it is necessary to synthesize 
the subnetw;ork. The specifications of Equation .3~2.26 are fir~t trans-
formed to a Lagrangian tree representation as shown in Figure 3.2.4. 
a b 
6' 
Figure 3. 2.4. Transformation Graph 
From . Figure.·. 3 /2,;..4 ,: th~· tf~sferma t iort 
v6 1 0 0 V' 6 
V7 = 0 ·-1 0 V' 7 (3.2.27) 
Va 0 •l 1 V' 8 
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is written •. H7nce the terminal specifications :for the.N-element. 
subnetwork can be written for the Lagran~ian.tree.as 
1 0 0 2 1 --1 1 0 0 
Y' = 0 -1 -1 1 s+l -1 0 -1 ·o -N 
-s 
0 0 1 -1 -1 s+l ·o ·-1 1 
2 0 -1 
0 
·1 
= ·st-=-. - s s 
-1 . -~ s+l 
which is readily synthesized as seen in Figure 3.2.5. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
·a b 
1·0-. · .. 
~·, . ..,,,i,f .. 
.,( 
1.0:. u-
lb 
c 
Figure 3. 2.5. . N-element Sub-
network Realization 
(3·.2.28) 
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The design is now complete and if the subnetwork of Figure 3.2.5 
is connected into the network of Figure 3.2.2 the. terminal specifica-
tions of Equation 3.2.20 result. 
Two very pertinent points concerning the synthesis of the sub-
system are apparent. Since .the designer is free .to pick the tree to 
represent the N-element subsystem, it is advantageous to pick a 
Lagrangian tree and thereby avoid the transformation step in the 
realization. Furthermore only that portion of n-port synthesis which 
is concerned with n + 1 terminal realizations is p~rtinent since the 
unspecified subsystem is always n + 1 terminal. These are advantages 
rather than disadvantages since n-port passive network synthesis of 
short-circuit admittance ,matrices using n + 1 terminals is a completely 
solved problem and much is known about n-port active network synthesis 
with n + 1 terminals. In contrast the theory of n-port network syn-
thesis with more than n + 1 terminals is far from complete. A sununary 
of n-port network synthesis which is pertinent to this study is now 
appropriate. 
3.3 Synthesis of n~port Networks with n + 1 Terminals. This 
discussion of synthesis begins .with severa1 definitions and proceeds 
with several appropriate theorems. No attempt is made to give credit 
to the originator in every case. Rather a reference which is felt to 
be appropriate is given. The references cited provide proofs for the 
theorems. 
Definition 3.3.1. Positive Real Matrix. A positive real matrix 
~(s)] is defined as an nxn synunetric matrix each entry of which is a 
rational function of s with real coefficients and for which ·thefunc-
tion 
Z(s) = ! 
1 
) 
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is a positive real function for any choice of the real numbers n1 , n2 , 
. . . , n (7) • 
n 
Weinberg (3) gives a more usable but quite l~ngtl:iy method to test 
for a positive real matrix •. 
Definitien 3.3.2. Positive S~idefinite·Matrix. A.matrix.of real 
numbers [ a J . is. defined as positive semidefinite if and. only if 
n n i f aik xi xk :> O 
for all· finite values :Of the ~eal;variables xl' Xz, ••• , xn (3) • 
. Definition 3.J,3. l:>eminantMatrix •. A real symmetric matrix is 
dominant if each.of its mE"tin.diagenal elements is.not less than .the 
.. . . 
sum of the absolute values .of all the. other elements in the same row (8). 
Theorem.3~3.1. An nxn real.matrix is realizable as the short-
. . . . 
circuit conductance ·.matrix.of ~n n,~port,. n + 1 terminal, resistive 
. . ·.·. ' 
network with a .Lagr~ngian ti~e :r~~resenta:tion . if and only if the matrix 
is dominant and every off-diagonal ~lemen,t is nonpositive (3). 
Theerem 3.3.2. An nxn symmetric matrix ef short-circuit admit~· 
tances [Y(s~ is realizable by Eln n~pert RLC network containing :only 
n + 1 terminals" one of which .is a ground for all. the ports, if and 
.enly if every element of [Y(s)] .·. is of the form 
. . ,;J._ 
. Yi.. j = + (C. ~ ·+ g. . + 'I' . . ) 
. l.J . ·.· .l.J . . :it 
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I 
. 
where c .. ' gij and L .. are real nonnegative constants and the sign l.S l.J l.J 
negativ·e Furthermore 
I 
positive for i = j but otherwi.se •. the matrix 
! 
formed by letting s take on any pos itive··;real value k' is dominant (9). 
i 
Theorem 3.3.3, I An nxn symmetric matrix o'f open=circuit impedances 
. 
[Z( s)] or short-circuit admittances [Y(s)] is rea1izable by an n-porit 
network (containing R's, L1 s 9 C1 s 11 M9 s and ideal transformers) if and 
only if it is a. positive1"ea.l matrix (3). 
Theorem 3.3.4. A real symmetric nxn matrix is realizable by an 
n-port network of resistances and ideal transformers if. and only if it 
·· is positive semidefinite (3) .. 
Theorem 3.3.5. A real nonsingular nxn matrix is realizable as the 
,open-circuit impedance matrix of an n + ·l terminal network (with a 
common ground) if ~nd only if its' inverse is a dominant matrix with' 
nonpos,itive ·off-dia$o'nal elertterits (3). 
'/' .·. ' I 
Active ·n-port network synthesis is not. as .neat ··a packag,e as ·that 
1
, ., ' , : , ,· . I • • / · _' , ,1, 
presented above for 'the passive h + ·~ terminal caie. A ·Jery good '·· 
summary and bib1iography of activ~ n-port network synthesis is g'i'ven 
. . . . 
by Cruz (4). The·majority of the work on active synthesis that has 
' been done does not consider the special case of realizatio~ with only 
n + 1 terminals. There are two notable exceptions. Brdwn (10) con~ 
siders the realization of a short-circuit admittance matrix of an n + 1 
I 
terminal network contairting tubes, transistors, transformers, etc., as 
well as'RLC elements. Huelsinan (11) ~ives· brief consideration to the 
use of the gyrator in the realization of .a short~circuit admittance 
r. 
matrix with an n + 1 terminal network: 
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Finally it should be pointed .out that the synthesis of hybrid 
matrices has received recent attention (12). This recent work gives 
the designer some motivation for the development of a hybrid design 
equation. 
3.4 Other Design Considerations. Heretofore then-element sub-
system has been -assumed to be connected. Attention is now directed 
to the possibility that the subsystem consists of two or more disjoint 
parts. For example suppose that then unspecified elements are in two 
disjoint . sets of k and m elements respectively. The derivation of the 
XN matrix proceeds simply. First assume k + 1 and m + 1 terminal repre-
sentations for the two sets of elements. Proceed as normal to obtain 
Equation 3.2.6 • . Partition Equation 3.2.6 and substitute into Equation 
3.2.llto obtain 
(3.4.1) 
where x11 is k x k and x22 is mxm. 
Now if x12 = x21 = 0, x.11 and x.22 can be synthesized individually 
in a normal fashion. Constants 'which appear in x.12 or 121 can be 
realized with dependent sources. Synunetric occurrences of constants 
times. s or constants times 1/s require electrostatic or electromagnetic 
coupling. 
Next; consideration is given to a somewhat different approach to the 
design problem. The possibility of compensating or changing the termi-
·--
nal characteristics of an n•port system with a known multiterminal 
representation by connecting a second n·port into the first in some 
fashion is investiga~ed. The$e ideas are best illustrated by an 
example. 
Example 3.4.1. Suppose one has a 3-port network as shown in 
Figure 3.4.1 and a known multiterminal. representation as given .by 
Equation 3.4.2. 
Il 
13 
+ 
I2 
+ Il V3 
v2 +· 
v 
.. 
.. 
-:-;l 
Figure 3.4.1. ·. Net:work with Known Multitermin~l 
,Representation .· 
Yn Y12 Y13 vl 
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12 = Y21 Y22 Yz3 Vz (3 .4. 2) 
I3 Y31 Y32 Y33 V3 
Now suppose that :f.t is desired that the terminal characteristics 
be changed to · 
,:if· 
39 . 
I' y' I y'" . V' 1 11 Yft, 13 1 
I'. = I I ., V' (3.4.3) 2 Yz1 Yzz Yz3 2 
I' I I 
' 
V' 3 Y31 Y32 Y33 3 
by connecting a second 3-port into the-existing 3-port as shown by 
Figure 3.4.2. 
+ 
V' 
.3 
I' 3 
V' 2 
+ 
I' 2 
+ 
, 1 I ·. 
1 
V' ,, 
- 1 
Figure 3,4.2.: Modified Network 
The problem i1:1 to find the short-circuit 1;1dmittance matrix .of 
the -connect·ed .3-port which wil1 cause the network. to have the terminal 
characteristics ef Equation 3,4.3 •. When the three double drivers, 
constrained by Equation 3.4.3, are connected to the netwerk .the 
resulting Unear graph is shewn in Figure 3,4.3. · 
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. Figure 3.4.3. Graph of Network 
where elements 7, 8,. and 9 are double drivers. 
From Figure 3.4.3 it is readily seen that 
v4 v1 v7 
v5 = v2 = VB (3.4.4) 
v6 V3 V9 
and 
I4 Il I7 
15 = - !2 I 8 (3.4.5) 
16 !3 r9 
or 
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I4 Yu Y12 Y13 v7 I7 
15 .=: ;-. Y21 Y22 Y23 VB I8 (3.4.6) 
I6 Y31 Y32 Y33 V9 I9 
From Equations :3.4.4 and 3.4.6 one obtains 
V4 1 0 0 I v7 
I 0 vs 0 1 0 I v I 8 
0 0 1 I V9 v6 
- __,. - - - _I_ - --- - (3.4.7) .- I .. 
I4 -yu .. y12 '"Y13 I .. 1 0 0 I7 
I 
IS . -ey 21 -Y22·-Y23 I 0 -1 0 I8 
I 
I6 "'Y31 "Y32 "'Y33 I 0 0 -1 I9 
which is in the form of Equation 3 .. 2 .• 6 • 
. Now substituting .Equation .3.4. 7 and the terminal specifications 
.of Equation 3.4.3 into the admittance design ~quation (Equation 3.2.U), 
one obtains 
I 
Yu. '"Yu 
I 
Y12. "'Yl2 
I 
Y13 "'Y13 
~- = 
I 
·y21 '"'Y21 I Y22 ·"Y22 
I 
·Y23 -y23 (3.4.8) 
, ..
Y31 '"Y31 
I 
Y32 I Y33 
·I 
Y33 -Y33 
which is an expected result since it is well known .that. the y parameters 
of n-ports.in parallel-add. This.example.then serves as.a .double-driver-
derivation of this well known result. 
Double-driver techniques. can, be used te derive relations similar 
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to Equation 3.4.8 for various multiterminal representations of ~he 
known network and various interconnection patterns of the N-element 
representation. However no additional information .is gained, a.t least 
in the passive case, by developing .symbolic relations for all the·many 
possible configurations because any result which is obtained can be 
transformed to Equation .3.4.8 by suitable tree transformations •. Qf 
course parameters ,other than the short-circuit admittance parameters 
can also be ,c·onsidered. A rather detailed discussion of h=parameters 
for the two-port case is given in Chapter IV • 
.. 3.5' .SUi:nmary of Design Procedure. There are several points .con-
cerning the design scheme developed in this ·chapter which are worth 
enumerating. These are: 
1. A straightforward but somewhat,. unconventional analysis tech-
nique is utilized to derive the required terminal cliaracteris-
tics of the unspecified subsystem. 
2. The first step in ,n-port. synthesis requiri11g the det~rmina-
tlon' of the port structure is circumvented by the design 
_procedure developed ih this thesis. This is true because 
the designer establishes t:he port structure when he chooses 
a tree for the multiterminal representation of the N=ele-
ments. Avoiding this step in the synthesis is a very 
valuable asset since .time i~ saved and the designer is 
·allowed to work in a much bette:i:- founded theory of network 
synthesis . 
. 3. The Lagrangian tree representation of the N-elements will i'fl 
gen.er21.l lead to a more readily synthesizahle result, 
4. The synthesis theory associated with the admittance design 
equation is more complete. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DESIGN OF 1WO-PORT SYSTEMS 
4.1 Introduction. In this.chapter then-port design procedure is 
specialized to the two-port system. Short-circuit admittance and open-
circuit impedance design is considered briefly. Because of the prac-
tical significance of h~parameters in transistor work, h-parameter 
design is considered in detail. 
4.2 S-C Admittance and 0-C Impedance Design. Because of the 
frequency with which two-port systems occur in practice, the results 
of Chapter III are specialized for the two-port case. Very 1i ttle 
additional discussion _is needed for two-port design using the admit-
tance ,or impedance design equations. The results of Equation 3.2.6 
are readily_ applied, with n equal two, to find the terminal charac-
-
teristics required of the unspecified two port as given by either 
Equation 3.2.11 or Equation 3.2.17. 
The discussion of synthesis in Chapter III is readily extended 
to the two-port case also_. All of the theorems stated for passive 
network synthesis are applicable. Furthermore_ the -literature which 
is available -for passive two-port network synthesis is exhaustive. 
- -
An extensive list of the properties of the elementsof the short .. 
circuit admittance matrix and the open-circuit impedance matrix of an 
RLC two-port network can be found in m,ost synthesis texts. For 
example see Chapter 10 of Van Valkenburg (13). In his discussion of 
44 
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the synthesis of active n-port networks, Cruz (4) gives special atten-
tion to a summary of two-port theory. · 
Theorem 4.2.1 is a special case of Theorem 3.3.1 and will be used 
later in a proof. 
Theorem 4, 2. L Necessary and sufficient conditions for the reali-
zation of a synunetric second-order: real .matt.ix aef the ... short~circuit .con= 
ductance (open circuit resistance) matrix of a common-ground two-port 
network containing only reshtances are: 
1. All main diagonal· elements are nonnegative and all off-
diagonal elements are nonpositive (all elements are non-
negative). 
2. Each of the main diagonal elements is not less than the 
absolute value of the off-diagonal e}ements. 
The above discussion indicat.es that for admittance and impedance 
design all of the ~tructure of Chapter III carries.over to two-port 
design .. In addition there is the atlded convenie~ce ·of a firmer net-
work synthesis foundation, 
4.3 h·parameter Design. Because of the extensive use of h-
parameters in transistor.work and the-associated two-port network 
theory, an h-parameter design equation is now developed. Blackwell 
and Grigsby (2) considered h-parameter design briefly and developed a 
design equation for systems containing no independent drivers. 1his 
work is extended to the general case in the text to follow. 
Consider a system as shown in Figure 3.2.1 with n set equal to 
two. This .figure is redrawn for convenience as Figure 4.3.L 
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Dl yl 0 
~Dl ~l 
System 
0 0 0 
Complex 
Source DZ Yz 1 
0 
+ 
:nz :2 
·Figure 4.3.1. Two-port System 
If Y1 and.X2 are chosen as the independent variables and a de-
sired terminal :relat:ion is assumed, one has 
(4.3.1) 
and since the through variables of the complex source are oriented 
oppositely to those at the terminals of the system, the terminal char-
acteristics of the complex source are 
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(4.3.2) 
or more compactly 
(4.3.3) 
Now in the usual fashion, one can solve for the through and across 
variables .of the. N-elemertt .subsystem as functions .of the double drivers. 
This result is. simply a special case of Equat:i,on 3.2.5. 
~l hll hl2 hl3 h14 ~l vl 
~2 h21 h22 h23 h24 ~2 V2 
::::: + (4.3.4) 
YNl h31 h32 h33 h34 YDl Il 
YN2 h41 h42 h43 h44 YD2 12 
Rewriting Equation 4.3.4 in a more convenient fashion, . one has 
'~l hll hl4 hl3 hl2 -~l vl 
YN2 h41 h44 h43 h42 YD2 Iz 
= + (4.3.5) 
YNl h31 h34 h33 h32 YDl Il 
~2 h21 h24 h23 h22 ~2 Vz 
Equation4.3.5 can be partitioned according to the sets s1 and s2 
to obtain 
[~21· "" 
. ~l 
[ .!!11 
!!21 
(4.3,6) 
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where H .. refers to a different submatrix from that referred to in 
-iJ 
Equation 3.2.6. 
Substituting Equation 4.3.3. into Equation 4.3.6 and rewriting, one 
obtains 
(4.3.7) 
and 
(4.3.8) 
Solving Equation 4.3.8 for -,2.1 and substituting this.result into 
Equation 4.3.7, one obtains 
.(4.3.9) 
. or 
(4.3.10) 
which is the desired design equation in the form 
(4.3.11) 
where ..§.N3 is the contribution due to ideal drivers and h.N is the h-
parameter matrix of the unspecified two-port. This h-parameter matrix 
is in the usual form and can be written as 
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lhu hlJ [-hi hr] r13 h12] ([h31 h3J l-hi hrl b,N = + 
h41 h44 h -h h43 h42 h21 h24 h -h J f O f O 
[h33 h32] -1 
+ (4.3.12) 
h23 h22 
As pointed out in Chapter III, the ideal driver contribution is zero 
in a majority of the cases of interest, When 1N3 is zero, the un-
specified subsystem is completely determined by Equation 4.3.12. 
As previously stated, a recent work considers synthesis of nth-
order hybrid matrices (12). Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 are taken from 
this work and specialized for the case n equal two. Consider the 
following properties on the second-order hybrid m.atrix Lh(s~ 
Property 4.3.1. [h] is positive real. 
Property 4.3.2. h 21 = -h12 . 
Property 4.3.3. For any choice of complex numbers x 1 and x 2 . 
2 
Re 2. 
1 
2 
2 
1 
h . • x . x'l,'c' = 0 , for Re ( s) = 0. 
l.J J l. 
Theorem 4.3.1. [h(s)] is the hybrid matrix of an RLC, ideal 
transformer two-port network if and only if it satisfies Properties 
4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 
Theorem 4.3.2. [h(s)] is the hybrid matrix of an LC, ideal trans-
former two-port network if a.nd only if it satisfies Properties 4.3.1, 
4.3.2 and 4.3.3. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.3.1, one can write a theorem 
for reisistive networks. 
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Theorem 4.3.3. A real second order hybrid matrix is realizable 
by a two-port network of resistances and ideal transformers if and only 
if it satisfies Property 4.3.2 and is positive semidefinite. 
Since a fairly large class of practical design problems are re-
sistive in nature (mid-band amplifier design for example) it is appro-
priate to investigate the properties of the hybrid parameters of a 
grounded two-port resistive network. In particular a test for realiz-
ability which .can be applied directly to the hybrid matrix is desirable. 
This test is given as Theorem 4.3.4. 
Theorem 4.3.4. A real second=order hybrid matrix L h] is realiz-
able as a resistive grounded two-port network if and only if 
1. h 11 , h 12 , and h 22 are nonnegative. 
2. hl2.( 1. 
-h12· 
Proof: 
For the necessary conditions consider the relation between the r= 
parameters and the h=parameters. 
<let r rl2 
r22 r 22 
h = (4.J,13) 
-r21 1 
r22 r22 
Conditions 1, 2, and 3 follow directly from Theorem 4.2.1. 
To obtain condition 4, expand the determinant of Equation 4.3.13. 
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By Theorem 4.2.1 r 11 ~ r12 , hence <let h >h12 . 
. For the sufficient conditions consider the inverse of the relation 
.of Equation 4.3.13. 
<let h hl2 
h22 h22 
r = (4.3.14) 
-h . 21 1 
h22 h22 
Now show that subject to the conditions of Theorem 4. 3 .4 this matrix 
satisfies Theorem 4.2.1 .and hence is realizable as a resistive grounded 
two-port network. 
Consider the determinant of h 
<let h = hllh22 ... hl2h21 
2 
- hll h22 + hl2 
(4.3.15) 
Conditions .1 and 3 in conjunction with Equation 4.3.15 imply that all 
the elements in the matrix of Equation .4.3.14 are nonnegative and 
Condition 3 implies symmetry. Conditions 2 and 3 imply l/h22 is.not 
<let h 
less than. the off-diagonal elements. Conditions 3 and 4 imply h 
22 
is not less than the off-diagonal elements. Hence the matrix of 
Equation 4.3.14 does satisfy the·conditionsfor realizability and the 
proof iscomplete. 
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Leaving h-parameter synthesis now, the development of a signifi= 
cant result in h-parameter design is given. Suppose that a three-
terminal representation of a two=port network is given by Figure 4.3.2 
and Equation 4.3.16. 
' 
[::]= [:: ::J [::] (4.3.16) 
From Eqm~tion 4.3.16, one can write. 
h = (4.3.17) 
Now suppose it is desired to change the par8!\1,eters of the network 
to those of E.quation 4.3.18 by adding an N=element two•port represen-
tation as shown in .Figµre 4.3.3. 
and 
Figure 4.3.3. Graph of Modified Two-port 
From Figure 4.3.3, one can write 
l ::J =- l ::J - r::j 
From Equation 4.3.16, one can write 
=h 
r 
h. 
1 
det h 
h. 
1 
[ :: ] 
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(4.3.18) 
(4.3.19) 
( 4. 3. 20) 
( 4. 3. 21) 
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Substituting Equations 4.3.19 and 4.3.21 .into Equation 4. 3. 20, 
one obtains 
1 h 
1Nl ·- -
..L VDl -1 0 1Dl h. h. 
l. l. 
= + (4.3.22) 
hf det h 
1N2 h. h. Yn2 0 -1 1n2 
l. l. 
From Equations 4.3.19 and 4.3.22, one obtains 
"1 1 0 0 0 v l, VNl Dl I 
-h 
-1 0 det h. rD2 1N2 f 
- h. h. 
l. l. 
= (4.3.23) 
_L, 0 -1 h ID1 
~1 r 
-h. h. 
l. l. 
VN2 0 0 0 1 VD2 
When.Equation .4.3.23 is partitioned accordin:g to E;quation. 4.3.-6 and this 
result and Equation 4.3.18 are substfruted into Equation 4.3.12, .the .. 
res ult is 
-h'. h' h'. h h., -1 
l. r l. r = r 
~-
1 h. h =· 
hf hi hfh' + det h 
l. l. 
-N 
h' h' r - 0 1 ............... -h. f 0 h. 
l. l. 
(4.3.24) 
or 
. 1 
h,N = ~-
1. l. (h'~h )(h h'.-h'h.) + (h' h )(h'h h h' d h) r r f 1. f 1. i- i o i- fr- et -
-h'. h. 
l. l. 
h '. (h -h I) + h I (h '.-h.) 
1. r r r 1. 1. 
h. 
l. (4.3.25) 
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or more compactly 
E.N = 
[hNi ~] (4.3.26) 
hNf hNo 
Several observations. concerning the result of Equation 4.3.25 are 
in order. First the inverse in Equation .4.3.24 and consequently·~ 
does not exist if h ! equals h. which means that the shor-t-circuit 
l. l. 
driving-point impedance at port one. cannot remain invariant. with a 
connection as shown in Figure 4.3,3. Secondly, although all work has 
been done in the s~ddmain, Equation 4.3.25 applies directly to resistive 
compensation of that class of ).J-.domain systems for which all of the 
~··.'11~ 
elements .of h and h I are real numbers. . Furthermore, .if the elements of 
h and h'.are nonnegative, the short-circuit driving-poitit impedance at 
port one and the short_.circuit current gain of the system can only be 
reduced by resistive N-elements when connected as shown in Figure 4.3.3. 
These latter two parameters and their variations are of considerable 
interest in some design problems. 
Many other appropriate restrictions can be seen when Equation 
4.3.25 is utilized for the particular problem at hand. This is best 
illustrated by an example. 
Example 4.3.1. Consider the grounded-.emitter amplifier of Figure 
4.3.4. When this amplifier is operated at mid-band the terminal 
characteristics are 
.h = (4.3.27) 
..-----------------30 
IOK 
200K 
. 
. l~ 
ao. + V r I 
200JLf 
V°' IOK 
c 
Figure 4.3.4. Transistor Amplifier 
. 
Lf' 
~ ob 
+ 
vfiJ 
V1 
°' 
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The matrix h. is to· be adjusted to some new matrix .h' by the use of re= 
sistive N~elements and Equation 4.3.2.5. 
Since .the elements of h I are not independent, one can ensure. 
realizability by fixing these elements one at a time. Suppose that one 
first chooses h'. to be 2000. Then from Equation 4.3.25, one obtains 
1. 
hN. = 
- 1. 
- ( 2000) ( 2400) _ 
2000=2400 12000 (4.3.28) 
From Theorem 4.3.4, -1 <: hNf ,<: 0, for resistive networks. 
Utilizing this restriction on hNf and applying Equation 4. 3. 25, one 
obtains 
hf hl.'. - (h. - h'.) h' h'. h 
_____ 1. ___ 1._ ,< . f < ......L f 
h. h. 
(4.3. 29) 
1. 1. 
or 
14.833 ,< hf ~ 15 (4.3.30) 
as the only realizable vatues .of h' for the h'. which was chosen above. f 1. 
Suppose hf is chosen to be 15. This conveniently makes 
(4.3.31) 
However hNr is zero only if h; is chosen properly. No freedom now 
exists in the choice of h 1 • The only allowable value of h I is found 
r r 
by setting hNr of Equation 4.3.25 equal to zero and solving. This 
yields h' equal 0.41667. 
r 
Next substituting .all kn.own values into the expression for hNo of 
Equation 4~3.2.5, one obtains 
I -3 h = h' - 3,37 x 10 
-"'"No · ·o (4.3.32) 
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Which estabiishes the limit on h' since h must be nonnegative. o No 
when 
Choose h~ equal 4.37 x 10..,3 . Then from Equation 4.3.32, 
h = 10-3 
No 
The results of this example are 
h' = 
~ = 
[woo 
15 
[12:00 
0 .41667 l · 
4.37 x 10 .. 3J 
(4.3.33) 
(4.3.34) 
(4.3.35) 
and the matrix of Equation .4.3.35 is readily synthesized as shown in 
Figure 4.3.5 . 
. One might choose to begin a problem of the above type with a choice 
for hf rather than h~. This. choice would complicate the problem some-
what but not excessively. The pertinent. point is th.at much time can be 
saved by avoiding _random .choices .of the elements in h.'. 
The design of two-port systems through h-parameters has been con-
sidered in detail. It is felt that Equation 4.3.25 will prove to be 
a significant result in two-port design. Theorem 4.3.4, although simple, 
presents a result which to _the author's knowledge is original. 
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a 
c 
Figure 4.3.5 •. N-elemeni:s for Transistor Amplifier 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
5.1 Results and Conclusions. The results of this thesis are pri-
marily twofold. First, a theory is developed for the analysis of double-
driver systems which contain algebraic elements, energy storage elements 
and multiterminal components as well as double drivers and. the usual 
ideal drivers. Secondly, an analytical design procedure is demonstrated 
for an .often .encountered class of n-port system design problems and the 
role of n-port network synthesis in this design procedure is established. 
The concept of an arbitrary n-port double driver or complex source 
is introduced and utilized to produce, by analysis techniques, a design 
equation •. The design equation produced in this fashion .represents a 
much more straightforward and time saving.· approach to. the design prob-
lem considered .than any more conventional approach. which might .. be 
attempted. The design procedure .of this thesis circumvents the diffi-
cult step of n-port synthesis required by the determination of the 
port structure and utilizes that portion.of the theory of n-port net-
work synthesis which. is most firmly founded •. Furthermore the design 
procedure presented herein allows the designer to attack a problem .which 
is much too complicated .to attempt by synthesis techniques alone. 
A technique for modifying or compensating an existing n-port 
system with a known n + 1 multiterminal representation is given. This 
. technique presents equations for the system parameters of the n•port 
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system which is to be connected into the existing system at then+ 1 
terminals in order to effect the desired modification of the overall 
system characteristics. The parameters of the system to be connected 
are given as functions of the parameters of the existing system and the 
parameters which are desired for the final resulting system. Since the 
connection of this technique is basically that of parallel connection 
of N-elements, this technique .can aptly be called parallel modification. 
This parallel modification technique allows connection to external 
terminals only. Modification or compensation by connecting into in-
ternal terminals or by varying existing parameters must be approached 
by the use of the design equations and no general results can be de-
veloped. Rather each case presents the designer with a new problem. 
The design procedure developed in this thesis suffers from the 
disadvantage, which is common to most design techniques, that the 
geometry of the system is assumed. When compensating an existing 
system however, the designer normally will h.ave the choice of several 
possible connections for the N-element subsystem. The selection of 
the realizable connection or the optimum .of several realizable con-
nections is then the problem of interest. 
5.2 Recommendations for Further Study. It is now appropriate to 
mention several topics which are areas for further research. First, 
as introduced above, the devel<>iPment of a procedure for the systematic 
selection of the topology, according to some optimum criteria, of the 
N-element subsystem within a system of specified topology is a problem 
whose solution would be extremely valuable. This problem appears 
difficult but solvable. Perhaps the use of a digital computer would 
be appropriate. 
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A digital computer program for use in the parallel inodifica:tio:h 
technique would also be useful. This program should calculate the 
multiterminal reptesentation of the existing system and then calculate 
the terminal parameters of the modification system. Further this pro-
gram might make some simple realizability tests. A program which pro-
vides a partial solution to this problem in the resistive case has been 
written (14). 
The extension of the state model techniques of this thesis to de-
velop a state model design procedure is an interesting problem which 
appears solvable. This latter problem also points out a very wide 
area of research which has recently opened up due to the extensive 
interest in state models,, . This area of research is! the synthesis of 
state models, 
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APPENDIX A 
s-IX)MAIN MESH AND NODAL EQUATIONS 
FOR IX)UBLE-DRIVER SYSTEMS 
A. l. Mesh. Equations. Assume that a double-driver system con-
taining elements of the type shown in Table I has an impedance matrix. 
That is assume that Equation 2.3.3 can be written 
~t) 1. D 0 0 Y(t) X(o+) p -
--x ){ 
lf(t) = 0 R 0 ,X(t) + 0 (A.1.1) 
R R 
~t) 0 0 P,1 Y(t) 0 
-y 
where the operational notation 
p y(t) = d y(t) and 1. y(t) 
dt p 
-- ft y(u) du 
0 
has be:en used. 
Taking the Laplace transform of Equation A.1.1, one obtains 
X(s) 1. D 0 0 Y(s) 
x s - ){ 
X(s) 
= 
0 R 0 Y(s) + 
-a -a 
X(s) 0 0 sL Y(s) 
-y ....... -y 
which can be written more concisely as 
:l ) Y(o+) X(s) = Z(s)Y(s) + -:Xz(O+ .,. L -
-z -z s.,... ·.-:zz 
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1. X(O+ 
s ){ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
L Y(O+) 
--y . 
(A. l. 2) 
(A.1.3) 
where .L Js t;he matrix 
..... z . 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
O o 1 
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From this point on, assume that the functional notation for s is 
implied. 
Choose T1 and r 2 as formulation trees for the cutset and circuit 
equations respectively. Furthermore since~ equals n0 , the number of 
Z-elements in T1 equals the number of z-elements in r 2• Hence for 
convenience, choose T1 and T2 to include the same Z-elements •. The cut-
set and circuit equations are then 
_!E 
u 0 0 g_l4 215 g_16 
~ 
.XzT 
0 u 0 
_q24 g_25 g_26 = 0 (A.1.4) 
-
.Xzc 
0 0 u g34 g_35 g_36 
XJ 
Xo 
and 
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~ 
·!o 
!11 !12 ·!13 !l 0 0 
-!zT 
!21 !22. !23 0 Q 0 = 0 (A.1.5) 
·!zc 
!31 -B3 !33 0 0 !l 
- 2 .x 
-J 
·~ 
From Equations A.1.4 and A .. 1.5 the non .. set aside equations are 
[:] (A.1.6) 
and 
(A. l. 7) 
Partitioning Equatio.n A.1.3 according to the tree and cotree ele-
ments, one has 
[YZT] 1, [!i~+)J -[·111 112J [Xi~+)] . . + s (A.1.8) 
y . X(o+) L2·1 -L22 Y(o+) 
~c ,c. - - ,c 
. . 
In the interest of more concise notation assume that all initial 
.conditions are zero. Now substitute Equation A. l. 7 into Equation A.1.8 
to obtain 
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(A.1. 9) 
Substitute Equation A.1.9 into Equation A.1.6 to obtain 
(A.1.10) 
or 
which is the desired mesh formulation. 
If the necessary topology of Theorem 2.3.1 is also sufficient, 
Equation A.1.11 must have a unique solution. Therefore one must first 
prove the nonsingularity of the mesh impedance matrix 
z 
-m 
(A.1.12) 
The author has been unable to prove that Z is nonsingular even in 
~ 
a limited sense. However a summary showing some of the efforts and 
\,._ 
pointing out some of the difficulties encountered is in order .. 
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The attempt which appears to have the mo$t promise is .centered 
about the assumption that the branch impedance matrix of Equation 
A.1.12 is positive definite and that f 12 and ! 21 are zero. This latter 
assumption is not severely restrictive in that it only requires that 
no coupling exist between the z ... elements in the .tree and the .Z-elements 
in the cotree. 
, ;Equation A.1.12 c:an I),OW be rewritten as 
(A.1.13) 
or 
[ 
!11 - -!11 <!~3 + -.9.34J Z = [B ul . . . 
-m -13 ~J 
O . !22 
(A,. l'.14) 
.or m9re concisely 
(A,.1. ~5) 
The appreach now is to attempt to prove that :&1 and hence ~ is 
. positive definite, if it is given that the branch impedance matrix and 
hence !u and ! 22 is positive definite for· some value of s. Unfor-
tunately however, to the author's knowledge, very little is known about 
the positi:ve definite property as applied to nonsymmetric matrices. 
Without a very e:x;tensive investiga~ion of the positive definiteness of 
nonsymmetric matrices and the ramifications thereof, it does not seem 
. possible. to c-arry this· proof through. to a. conclusion by this approach. 
A little thought will .convince -one that many of the well known propert;i.es 
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of positive definite symmetric matrices are not necessarily true when 
nonsymmetric matrices are considered. 
An approach whereby 1 1 is written as the sum of a symmetric .and a 
skew-symmetric matrix also meets with difficulty. It does not appear 
possible to prove that the resulting symmetric matrix is positive 
definite in general. 
There is, another approach which might yield the desired results. 
An attempt is made to utilize the orthogonality of the cutset and the 
circuit matrices and the fact that any two basis circuit matrices are 
related by a nonsingular transformation in order to write Equation 
A.1.12 as 
r!u !12] [!131 T [ 111 112] 
z 
= [ !13 Q J 121 122 !!. !21 !22 -m (A.1.16) 
or 
z = !1 Z BT T 
-m - -1 - (A.1.17) 
which is readily seen to be nonsingular if ! is a nonsingular trans-
formation matrix and .Z is a positive definite symmetric branch impedance 
matrix. 
The difficulty with this latter approach seems to be that the re-
sulting form of. Z is similar to Equation A.1.13 with the transforma-
-m 
T tion matrix on the wrong side of. ! 1 • 
Brown and Veerkamp (15) have used this latter approach in a proof 
involving .a mesh formulation l,lsing two different trees. However the 
systems which they considered did not contain unspecified elements. 
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Furthermore an assumption that the system.contains no ideal through 
drivers allows the mesh impedance matrix t-0 be put in the form of 
-Equation A.1.17 very readily. 
A.2 Nodal Equations_. -Assume that a double-.driver system contain-
ing elements of the type shown in Table I has an admittance matrix. That 
is assume that it is possible to rewrite Equation 2.3 .• 3 as 
Y(t) p .£ 0 0 X(t) 0 
-x --x 
Y(t) = 0 Q 0 X(t) + 0 (A.2.1) 
-R fl 
,Y(t) 0 0 
1 . ' 
X(t) X(O+) .-K 
-y p- -y -y ' 
where the p .operator notation has again been used. 
Taking the Laplace transform of Equation A. 2.1, one obtains 
,X(s) s c 0 0 _!(s) 0 .£ ~O+) 
x x 
Y(s) = 0 Q 0 X(s) + 0 0 .(A.2.2) .... 
R fl 
,X(s) 0 0 1 ; l:.x(o+) -K 
_!(s) 0 
y s - y s-' y 
In a manner similar to the mesh development assume -zero initial con-·-
ditions, implied functional nqtation, and tree-co tree partitioning of 
Equation A.2.2 to obtain 
(A.2.3) 
Rewriting.Equations A.1.6 and A.1.7 in. a manner suitable for the 
usual node formulation substitutions, .one has 
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··!n (A.2.4) 
and 
(A. 2.5) 
Substituting Equation A. 2.4 into Equation A. 2.3 and this result 
into Equation A.2.5, one obtains 
which is the desired nodal formulation. 
Of course any attempt to prove the sufficiency of the conditions 
of Theorem 2.3.1 by use of the nodal formulation experiences the exact 
same difficulties as the mesh approach. 
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